
 

CHHATTISGARH MEDICAL SERVICES CORPORATION LTD. 

(Chhattisgarh Govt. Undertaking) 

  NOTICE FOR AMENDMENT 

Tender Ref. No: 50E(P)/CGMSC/EQP/2017,Dt 12/06/2017 
 

S.NO Particulars (as per existing tender) 

Amended 

Particulars (as per existing tender) Amended 

 Last Date For Online Submission Of 

Tender:  11/08/2017 

 

Last Date For Online Submission Of Tender: 

16/08/2017 

 

Section II Page No-

11 Instruction to 

Bidders Point No. 

15 (iii) 

Valid CPC B Clearance/AERB clearance 

or any other statutory certificate for 

Item(Model) quoted as necessary ( 

Whether asked or not in bid document) 

Deleted 

3.PERFORMANCE 

 

The system is capable of transporting 

various liquids, solids and documents up 

to a load of 5kg 160mm system at a speed 

of 5-6m/s. The system will be capable of 

transporting all the items advised within a 

specified time limit. The overall 

performance and percentage usage of the 

system’s capacity during a normal 

working day can be demonstrated. 

The system is capable of transporting various liquids, 

solids and documents up to a load of 5kg 160mm system 

at a speed of 3-6m/s. The system will be capable of 

transporting all the items advised within a specified time 

limit. The overall performance and percentage usage of 

the system’s capacity during a normal working day can 

be demonstrated 

6.MAIN 

CONTROL UNIT 

PC  

 

The Control Unit PC  will be a self-

contained integrated microprocessor based 

computer unit, having a built in backlit 

display and wipeable membrane qwerty 

keyboard, housed in an enclosure 

protected to IP54. The system software 

will be permanently loaded in ROM to 

ensure stability in operation. The Control 

Unit PC can control up to 5 individual 

systems (zones) and multiple Control Unit 

PC  PC s can be linked for systems up to 

20 zones. 

 

FEATURES 

The system uses Safety Extra Low 

Voltage (SELV) throughout, Page 29 of 

55 except for mains power to Control Unit 

PC  PC , exhausters, and occasional data 

and power amplifiers. There is no mains 

power at stations to ensure operator safety 

where liquids are transported. The cable is 

double shielded to comply with the 

relevant EMC regulations 

 

The Control Unit PC  should consist of Control PC  with 

Windows OS and Pre-Loaded Control and Supervision 

Software .  The Control Unit PC  should be capable of 

handling unlimited no of stations and unlimited no of 

zones in order to expand in future.  Control PC with 

Peripheral 

 

Should be as per following: 

PC with original Windows 7, 64 Bit or Windows 10 for 

PTS control Room  , 8GB RAM or better,  500GB HDD 

or better, CPU I3 intel or better, Ethernet 10/100/1000, 

with Colored Printer, with standard peripherals like 

keyboard, Mouse, flat screen monitor, UPS for PC etc. 

 

 

 

FEATURES 

The system uses safe Low Voltage Direct Current 

(LVDC) of approx. 36V throughout except for mains 

power to Control Unit PC  PC , exhausters/blowers, and 

occasional data and power amplifiers/powerpacks. There 



 

The system uses multi eye optical carrier 

detectors, rather than mechanical switches. 

(ref HTM 2009. Design Considerations. 

Para 3.23). 

 

The system uses INTEL 16bit processors. 

The control software is multitasking, and 

uses continuous data parity checking to 

protect against errors. The control 

software is written in the industry standard 

C+ language. 

 

Positioning sensors in diverters, stations, 

etc are electronic rather than mechanical. 

The software is adaptive and is designed 

to automatically self adjust and 

intelligently position the moving 

components of the system to ensure 

reliability. 

 

The control software continuously 

monitors all sensors, switches, motors and 

other components, and gives early warning 

should the performance of any component 

start to degrade. This enables maintenance 

to be carried out prior to absolute failure 

and keeps 

system downtime to an absolute 

minimum. 

 

The Control Unit PC has 2 serial RS232 

ports for PC /Modem/Printer connection. 

 

The Control Unit PC has a voltage free 

contact which may be connected to the 

Building Management System to warn of 

an alarm status. 

 

The Control Unit PC may be connected to 

the fire alarm system to enable the 

pneumatic tube system to be automatically 

shut down in the event of a fire. It can be 

selected that the current dispatch within a 

system will continue to its destination 

before shut down occurs. No new dispatch 

will be accepted after alarm has been 

is no mains power at stations to ensure operator safety 

where liquids are transported. The Control cable should 

be composite date-power-communications capable and 

should be RF & EM shielded to comply with the relevant 

EMC regulations 

 

The system uses multiple optical sensors rather than 

mechanical switches. 

 

Positioning sensors in diverters, stations, etc are 

electronic rather than mechanical.  

 

The software is adaptive and is designed to automatically 

self-adjust and intelligently position the moving 

components of the system to ensure reliability. 

 

The control software continuously monitors all sensors, 

switches, motors and other components, and gives 

warning in case of any component malfunctions.  

 

The Control Unit PC /PC  should have RS232 Ports and 

USB ports for Monitor, Printer and Connection to PC  

Connect Box that enables high speed communications 

with devices of approx.. 70 – 90 dps with RS485 

protocol. 

 

The Control Unit PC continuously displays an overview 

in real time of the blower and system status, carriers 

waiting for despatch and transactions in progress. The 

Control Unit PC displays the location of the carrier 

through the system whilst a transaction is in progress 

 

The Control Unit PC  has a real time clock and real time 

communications speeds ticker. 

 

In the event of a fault the Control Unit PC  displays a 

suitable alarm report detailing the transaction in progress 

at the time of the fault, the fault status, the location of the 

carrier, and the actual component or unit which caused 

the failure. Should the alarm condition have caused a 

partial or full shut down of the system the limitations of 

use will be displayed. 

 

The Control Unit PC  supported with UPS should be able 



triggered until alarm status has returned to 

normal. 

 

The Control Unit PC continuously 

displays an overview in real time of the 

exhauster and system status, carriers 

waiting for despatch and transactions in 

progress. The Control Unit PC displays 

the location of the carrier through the 

system whilst a transaction is in progress 

 

The Control Unit PC has a real time clock 

 

The Control Unit PC has a built in lithium 

battery which retains the system memory 

and status in event of a power failure or 

when the system is switched off. The 

system can be reinstated with minimal 

intervention in the event of power failure. 

 

In the event of a fault the Control Unit PC 

displays a suitable alarm report detailing 

the transaction in progress at the time of 

the fault, the fault status, the location of 

the carrier, and the actual component or 

unit which caused the failure. Should the 

alarm condition have caused a partial or 

full shut down of the system the 

limitations of use will be displayed. 

 

Alarm reports are generated for the 

following reasons: 

 

Carrier failing to arrive at a specified 

check point within a reasonable time. 

(carrier overdue) 

 

The failure of any system component to 

achieve a desired state or condition within 

an acceptable time period. 

to complete all transactions when power to blowers 

returns after power failure. 

 

Ghost / Lost carriers should return to home stations when 

system us on and functional. 

 

The Control Unit PC  also has: 

The advanced and user-friendly control system with 

graphical layout that should easy to configure and 

administer on location or remote, while the system 

remains operational.  

 

The control system includes a Computerized 

Management System with many smart features like 

authorized access, Supervision for visualization, graphic 

viewing, full track and trace database, simulation mode 

for training and testing, data export for reporting for 

diagnostics and service.  

 

The software should also have a comprehensive multi-

level priority setting should be possible. The software 

should have a comprehensive log facility.   

  

Basic features of the Control Software are: 

 

Supervision;  

 

Real time monitoring;  

 

Priority settings;  

 

Network viewing;  

 

System access and controls for each device on the 

network; 

  

Traffic flow analysis;  

 



Delay analysis;  

 

Logging of each   transaction  

and error;  

 

Carrier Inventory;  

 

Location of carriers,  

 

Password controls,  

 

Carrier re-distribution;  

 

Pro-remote accessibility;  

 

Divert Carrier function in case of absence, job rotation or 

vacation 

 

Optimisation of pathways with intelligent alternate 

routing of carriers 

 

Mechanical and electrical Control of all device 

 

system configuration 

 

PowerLine and Powertrain for multi-carrier transports 

for optimized frequency and over long distances 

 

Print module for reports and statistics, analysis reports 

 

User profiles and rights 

 

System graphic visualisations 

Reports editing 



 

Runtime configuration sets the transport time between 

the different devices with alarm notification if a runtime 

is being exceeded.  

 

The Software should be operable & system should be 

accessible via License Dongle Key only to prevent 

tampering of the Control Unit PC  Software. 

7.OPTIONAL 

PERIPHERAL 

DEVICES 

 

The system may optionally be connected 

to : 

 

An IBM compatible PC  for sophisticated 

data analysis and/or as a remote control 

position for the system Control Unit PC  

PC . When used for remote control the PC  

mimics the Control Unit PC  PC s display 

and shows system information and 

operation in real time. 

 

An 80 column NLQ printer to provide a 

permanent transaction record and a 

printout from the management 

programme. 

 

A modem for system control in 

conjunction with a PC , over the internal 

or external telephone network. This 

facility can provide for first line 

maintenance to be carried out off-site. 

 

Deleted 

8.MANUAL 

CONTROL AND 

USER DEFINED 

SYSTEM 

VARIABLES 

 

 

Operations and maintenance personnel 

have manual control over the system via 

the Control Unit PC  and/or PC 's 

keyboard and display. Entry to the system 

control is security protected. The system 

control provides the following facilities: 

 

Removal of stations from service 

Removal of diverters from service 

Removal of routes from service 

Removal of systems from service. 

Manual control of all system components; 

motors; indicators etc. for 

Maintenance testing. 

 

Operations and maintenance personnel have manual 

control over the system via the Control Unit PC .  Entry 

to the system control is security protected and with 

License Dongle key. The system control provides the 

following facilities: 

 

Removal of stations from service 

Removal of diverters from service 

Removal of routes from service 

Removal of systems from service. 

Manual control of all system components; motors; 

indicators etc. for 



Status display of all system components, 

switches, sensors, detectors. 

Part or full system purging. 

Setting of station priorities by both send 

and/or receive. 

Setting of station default addresses. 

Enabling or disabling of "follow-me" 

feature. 

 

In addition, the Control Unit PC  allows 

for easy system programming through the 

keyboard to allow for additional stations, 

arrival alarms 

etc. 

Maintenance testing. 

Status display of all system components, switches, 

sensors, detectors. 

Part or full system purging. 

Setting of station priorities by both send and/or receive. 

Setting of station default addresses. 

Enabling or disabling of "follow-me" feature. 

 

In addition, the Control Unit PC allows for easy system 

programming through the keyboard to allow for 

additional stations, arrival alarms 

etc. 

the Control Unit PC allows for easy system 

programming and configuration. 

10.STATIONS 

 

Stations Saturn 160mm stations are of a 

front loading design and are manufactured 

from hygienic closed cell materials. The 

keypad is of the wipeable membrane type. 

Carriers are loaded through smoked 

acrylic door on the front of the station. 

The front loading design allows the station 

to be mounted at a convienient height for 

all, including wheelchair users. It also 

alows the station to be built in flush if 

required. 

 

The stations are designed to comply with 

the latest health and safety regulations. 

Access to the station mechanism is 

protected by the interlocked guard door. 

This ensures no person, including the 

mentally ill, elderly confused or children 

can reach hazardous mechanisms. 

 

The siting, location and mounting heights 

of all stations are to be agreed with the 

supervising officer prior to installation. 

 

FEATURES 

 

The stations in built LCD display shows: 

Time and Date 

 

 

Stations for 160mm Tube Network should be front or top 

or bottom loading design and are manufactured from 

hygienic anti-static Steel casing  or closed cell (plastic) 

should be anti-static.  

 

The telephone like software membrane keypad should be 

easy to wipe clean.  

 

Carriers are loaded at front or top or bottom cradle. The 

design allows the station to be mounted at a convenient 

height for all users.  

 

The stations are designed to comply with EMC directives 

and safety regulations. 

 

FEATURES 

 

The Station screens have the capability to show all send 

and receive log of their own stations.  Send List with 

display of Carrier No, Device No, Address, Start Time 

and End (Delivery) Time and Receiving List with 

display of Carrier No, Device No, Address, Start Time 

and End (Delivery) Time 

 



Carrier destination 

The station the last carrier arrived from. 

Station status:- Ready, Selection OK, Out 

of use, Maintenance, Faulty, Basket full, 

Invalid address, Purge. 

 

The display can also show a scrolling 

alphanumeric directory of all system 

station names and numerical addresses. 

 

The stations indicators display: 

 

Carrier being despatched. 

Carrier incoming. 

Carrier arrived at destination. 

System busy 

System faulty. 

 

Stations are fully automatic, and are 

capable of accepting a carrier when 

another carrier is incoming to that station. 

 

Destinations are addressed by the use of a 

three digit number or by accessing the 

station name through the directory. 

 

Destinations may be restricted. 

 

The destination setting can be optionally 

set to return to one of three settings after a 

carrier has been sent: 

 

Force new address input. 

Default to a preset address. 

Default to "last number redial" 

 

Wrongly addressed carriers will not be 

Should conform to EU Director for Electromagnetic 

tolerance 2004/108/EC; EEC directive for low voltage 

devices 93/68/EEC; EEC machines directors 98/37/EEC. 

 

The Station is constructed using materials minimizing 

electro-magnetic and electro-static interference 

 

integrated carrier damping arrangement; no air waste 

while sending or receiving a carrier; 

LEDs for notice;  

Automatic energy-saving mode;  

Juddering circuit; with modular replaceable control cards  

Configurable;  

Comfortable read of the digital LCD screen / Graphic 

Monitor  

 

Each station is supplied with receiving basket with 

upholstery and carrier holding rack.   

 



accepted by the system. 

 

Incoming carriers can be redirected to 

another station by use of a "follow me" 

feature. 

 

All stations are fitted with sophisticated air 

control to ensure carrier soft arrival. The 

soft arrival system in Saturn stations does 

not rely 

on sensors or valves and will ensure 

failsafe soft arrival, even with worn out 

carriers. In Saturn stations the arriving 

carrier is received 

upward into the station, even when the 

system tube runs from above the station, 

thereby ensuring that carriers are not 

accelerated due to gravity in the event of 

failure of the soft arrival system. This 

system 

ensures total safety of even delicate glass 

samples. 

 

Saturn stations are designed so that they 

may be installed in a manner which allows 

only a very small amount (1-5 litres) of 

system air to be discharged into the 

laboratory with the carrier. Similarly, a 

carrier being sent from the laboratory will 

only allow the ingress of a similar amount 

of laboratroy air into the system. This 

ensures that the air quality within the 

laboratory may not be affected by the 

installation of the pneumatic tube system. 

 

The station will attempt to automatically 

clear and eject a blocked carrier exit by 

agitating the station mechanism. 

 

The station can be set to automatically 

return a carrier to the station from where it 

has been received by use of a single 

keystroke. 

11.SECURITY 

 

Carriers can be secured during both the 

send and receive operations. 

Carriers can be secured during both the send and receive 

operations. 



 

Carriers to be sent are loaded behind the 

guard door which is locked on transaction, 

ensuring a carrier waiting to be sent is not 

accessible. 

 

Carriers can be received into a secure 

receiving cabinet accessible only by key 

lock or digital PIN code. In addition, 

arrival signal units can be programmed to 

discriminate to different user addresses, 

thereby allowing urgent full carriers to be 

immediately notified to the user, whilst 

allowing no alarm for empty returns. 

 

The use of different addresses allows 

different priorities to be given to different 

carriers, thereby reducing waiting times 

for sensitive items. 

 

The use of the station can be restricted by 

a user identifiable touch key. This feature 

allows only authorised users access to the 

system, and records each individual user 

by name. 

 

Carriers can be received into a receiving basket. 

 

The use of different addresses allows different priorities 

to be given to different carriers, thereby reducing waiting 

times for sensitive items. 

 

The use of the station can be restricted by a user 

password key. This feature allows only authorised users 

access to the system, and records each individual user by 

name. 

 

The use of different addresses allows different priorities 

to be given to different carriers, thereby reducing waiting 

times for sensitive items. 

 

The Station may optionally have card security access 

feature that allows only authorized users access to the 

system, and records each individual user by name. 

 

15.DIVERTERS 

 

 

The location and siting of diverters will be 

agreed with the engineer prior to 

installation. Diverters will be mounted 

using suitable fixings as agreed with the 

Estates department. 

 

The installation will be carried out using 

either 3 or 6 way diverters so as to allow 

for the future expansion of the system. 

 

The location and siting of diverters will be agreed with 

the engineer prior to installation. Diverters will be 

mounted using suitable fixings. 

 

The installation will be carried out using 2 or 3 way 

diverters so as to allow for the future expansion of the 

system. 

 

 

16.EXHAUSTERS 

 

 

Suitable exhausters will be supplied, one 

per system. The exhausters will be 

mounted on anti-vibration mountings. The 

capacity of the exhauster will be suitable 

to ensure that the required performance 

can be maintained throughout the system. 

Data can be supplied to show this on 

request. 

The unidirectional side channel blowers should confirm 

to EC machines directives 98/37/EC and low voltage 

director 73/23/EEC f.; DIN EN292 for safety of 

machines; EN60034-1 / DIN VDE 0530 Part 1 for 

rotating electrical machines; EN 60034-5 / DIN VDE 

0530-5 classification of degree of protection DIN EN 

60204 for safety of machine electrical equipment of 

machine Part 1 of Electric Motors and DIN VDE 0110-1 

insulation coordination for equipment within low voltage 

systems. The blower should be of EU origin and should 



conform to following specifications: 

1.Volumetric flow rate (m3/min): 9.0 

2. Total pressure difference (mbar): 300 

3. Maximum blower speed (rpm): 3000 

 4. Voltage (V): 400 

5. Frequency (Hz): 50/60 

6. Current consumption (A): 11.0 

7. Motor outpu (Kw): 4 to 6 

8. Weight (kg): 75 

9. Rating plate should have details of data which should 

also include the model number (SD80 or SD8) and make 

(Elektror)  

Should be supplied with Complete with silencer, filters, 

dampers & installation accessories and air switch device. 

The blower should be based on unidirectional rotation 

and equipped with unique electronic air-switch to switch   

between compressed air and vacuum reducing air and 

energy losses. The electronic air switch is equipped with 

state-of-art maintenance free linear gear drive  

Mechanism and electronic modular optical sensor switch 

for activation and deactivation of the air switch. 

The blower should be is automatically activated through 

centralized control system.  There should be one blower 

for each zone or line and each multi-carrier transport line 

as per schematic layout / bill of quantities 

17.INTERCHANGE 

 

 

Where two or more systems form a 

network the individual systems will be 

connected together using a system 

interchange. This allows carriers to be 

transferred from one system to another. 

 

Dependant on the type of system layout 

different types of interchange are offered. 

All provide for the following operational 

requirements. 

 

Transfer of carriers from one system zone 

to another. 

 

Temporary storage of carriers to allow a 

sending zone to immediately start another 

Where two or more systems/zones form a network the 

individual systems will be connected together using a 

system interchange/automatic compact linear zone 

transfer unit. This allows carriers to be transferred from 

one zone to another. 

 

The interchange/automatic compact linear zone transfer 

unit allows: 

 

To connect 2 to 16 or more zones/systems. 

 

Transfer of carriers from one system zone to another. 

 

Temporary storage of carriers by way of stacking to 

allow a sending zone to immediately start another 



transaction without waiting for the 

receiving zone to become free. 

 

A bypass arrangement to allow two 

carriers to simultaneously be transferred 

between two zones. 

 

Transfer of priorities across the system 

interchange. i.e. a priority receive address 

will take priority no matter which system 

zone the carrier is sent from. 

 

The interchange can process carriers in 

any sequence to allow for priorities. It 

does not rely on a "first in, first out" 

stacking system. 

transaction without waiting for the receiving zone to 

become free. 

 

Transfer of priorities across the system interchange. i.e. a 

priority receive address will take priority no matter 

which system zone the carrier is sent from. 

 

The interchange can process carriers sequence to allow 

for priorities.  

 

The Interchange should be able to be connected with all 

the zones or lines for all the blower units and should also 

have optional provisions for multi-carrier transport lines 

i.e. powerlines / powetrains. 

 

Priority by-pass for urgent prioritized carriers. 

 

Maximizes system capacity: 500 – 720 carriers per hour 

de-pending on system configuration.  

 

Should be linear automatic compact transfer unit for 

space saving and integration of all zones;  

Each zone should be capable of storing carriers; with 

priority by-pass; with powerline & powertrain 

capabilities for sending multiple carriers in runs.    

The movements of mechanism should be using low-

noise gear mechanism.   

With capabilities of carrier cradle moving from zone to 

zone at very high speeds 

Each receiving line of the standard zone should be 

capable of multiple carrier stacking for optimized 

carrier traffic management and enabling the zone 

blower to be free to take up the next carrier transport. 

23.  Horizontal lab 

receiving Station 

 Add: 

Horizontal lab receiving Station 

The Horizontal Lab Receiving Station for arrival of 

carriers in to the labs in a horizontal manner prevent 

damage to quality of the lab samples inside the carrier. 

Receiving area with 2mtr length; the device should 

compact size.  The device should be wall / table top 



mountable; noise-less operations. 

BOQ Pipe  ring  Still,  basic  NW160   D 60 

MB 

 

Pipe  ring  Still,  basic  NW160    

BOQ Control Cable -  incl. earth wire [ std.  

system cable incl.power] 
Cable -  incl.  Earth wire [ std.  system cable incl. power] 

BOQ Supply, installation, testing and 
commissioning of Front Loading Stations 
RCI = RFID - Carrier reading inside 
station / incl. Auto - Return / incl. 
Strange Object Detection, with a 
transparant acryl safety door and must be 
manufactured of molded hygienic closed 
cell materials. Afrom cover of sheet steel 
is not accepted. A front loading design 
allows an ergonomic mounting height for 
all users. (Comply with latest health and 
saftey regulations)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of 
Front Loading Stations RCI = RFID - Carrier reading 
inside station / incl. Auto - Return / incl. 

BOQ Supply, installation, testing and 
commissioning of Optical Tube Switch 
LED functioning indicator to scan the 
passage of carriers, mechnical tube 
switch are not acceptable because of a 
shorter life span. 

Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of 
Optical Tube Switch 

BOQ Supply, installation, testing and 
commissioning of Stations Receiving 
basket with soft arrival Lather Bag 

Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of 
Stations Receiving basket with soft arrival cushion. 

 

 

 

 

Sd/- 

Managing Director 

CGMSC Ltd., Raipur Chhattisgarh  


